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Currently chosen catalogue (may be STAR, SAO, or GCVS)

Press

STAR

→

STAR object:

→

Type digits Press ENTER

STAR334 MLTS
MAG5.0 SZ  26"

Star is selected.
ENTER cycles through 3 info. displays
GO TO slews to object.

Hint: "Size" of a double star
is 10 x its separation in arc-seconds.
This one, for example, is 2.6".

ENTER without typing digits

→

NAME

⇒ STAR

⇒ SAO

⇒ GCVS

Choose catalogue,
STAR, SAO, or GCVS,
using PREV/NEXT,
then press ENTER.

→

ENTER without choosing catalogue

→

⇒ ACHERNAR

⇒ ACRUX A

⇒ ALBIREO

⇒ ALMAID

⇒ ...

Choose star
using PREV/NEXT,
then press ENTER.

→

STAR13 STAR
MAG 0.5

Star is selected.
ENTER cycles through
3 info. displays
GO TO slews to object.